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Abstract

technical analysis [19]. This type of analysis is crucial for
the development of surgical assist systems for the operating
room of the future [12]. Besides, it provides a framework
for evaluating newly developed devices or surgical strategy
evolution. A medical engineering term Surgical Workflows
describes the underlying methodological concept of this acquisition procedure and its post processing. The process
data is obtained manually and semi-automatically by monitoring and recording the course of a surgical intervention.
Apparently, a well-defined formal recording scheme of the
surgical process is required to support such data acquisition
[17]. Surgical workflow use cases are manifold, ranging
from the preoperative planning support by retrieving similar
precedent cases to the postoperative workflow exploration,
from discovering the optimization potential for instrument
and device usage to verifying medical hypotheses, etc.

Analysis of surgical procedures is an emerging domain
of medical engineering aimed at advancing surgical assist
systems. The term Surgical Workflows is used for describing the methodical framework for acquiring formal descriptions of surgical interventions. A formal model and a uniform recording scheme of a surgical process are crucial for
systematic accumulation of relevant data from running surgical instances in a form, appropriate for analysis. This paper describes the process of designing a data warehouse for
surgical workflow analysis. Data warehousing technology,
originally developed for quantitative business data analysis for the purpose of decision making, is adaptable to the
requirements of surgical data and analysis. We describe
a conceptual model of a surgical procedure obtained in accordance with the multidimensional data model. We demonstrate how a subject-oriented multidimensional perspective
of a surgery and its components enables powerful analysis
and exploration by defining the metrics of interests and aggregating those metrics along various dimensions and levels of details. Apart from its primary function, i.e. quantitative analysis, the data of the surgical data warehouse may
serve as input for other data-intensive systems, e.g. visualization and data mining tools.

1.1

OLAP and Multidimensional Data
Model

Data warehousing and OLAP(On-line Analytical
Processing) [8, 3] emerged in the 90s as a new technology
for advanced user-driven information access. Applicability
of data warehousing is by no means restricted to business
scenarios. As a generic framework for providing data
analysis, data warehouses are increasingly deployed in
non-business domains, such as government, science, education, research, medicine, etc. OLAP technology draws
its analytical power from the underlying multidimensional
data model. The data is modeled as cubes of uniformly
structures facts, consisting of analytical values, referred
to as measures, uniquely determined by descriptive values
drawn from a set of dimensions. Each dimension forms

1. Introduction
An emerging field of surgical workflow analysis fosters
intelligent acquisition of process descriptions from running
surgical interventions for the purpose of their clinical and
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are concentrated on aspects of modeling surgical processes,
none of them aims user-oriented data representation. Application of the data warehousing techniques to business process management and analysis is commonly referred to as
Business Process Intelligence (BPI). Dayal et al. [5] suggest that a business process data warehouse can be built
from execution logs by cleaning, transforming, and merging the data. An example of a BPI tool suite based on
a data warehouse approach is given in [7]. The process
data is modeled according to the star schema, with process, service, and node state changes as facts and the related definitions as well as temporal and behavioral characteristics as dimensions. This approach enables analysis of
process execution and state evolution in the environments
where processes have a uniform and well-define scheme.
Health care applications are frequently encountered in the
data warehousing literature in the role of motivating case
studies and usage scenarios. Pedersen et al. proposed an extended multidimensional data model for meeting the needs
of non-standard application domains and at the example of
accumulating patient diagnosis data [23]. Mansmann et al.
describe how surgical process modeling, used as a challenging case study in data warehousing, results in the necessity
to extends the conceptual foundations of the multidimensional data model [14] and present the implications of introducing the extensions at the conceptual level to the implementation of the data warehouse and the front end tools
for interactive analysis [15]. To the best of our knowledge,
the presented contribution is unique in a sense that it adopts
established technologies from the domain of business intelligence for providing a solution for a highly-specific sub
domain of health care systems.
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Figure 1. A sample 3-dimensional cube (fragment) storing instrument usage numbers per
surgical intervention.

an axis of a cube, with dimension members as coordinates
of the cube cells storing the respective measure values.
Figure 1 shows a strongly simplified example of a 3dimensional data cube, storing instrument usage statistics
(measure number of instruments) determined by
dimensions Surgeon, Treated Structure, and
Date. Besides the original cube storing the data at the
finest granularity, Figure 1 also displays the results of two
“roll-up” operations that summarize the measure across
all treated structures, and subsequently, across all dates.
In real-world application, data cubes may have arbitrarily
many dimensions, and are therefore denoted hypercubes.
Member values within a dimension are further organized
into classification hierarchies to enable additional aggregation levels. Dimension hierarchies are strictly structured,
i.e. values at each level of a tree belong to the same category. Multiple hierarchies may be defined within a dimension, and can be mutually exclusive (e.g., Date can
be aggregated by month or by week, but not both), denoted
alternative, or non-exclusive, or parallel [22].

1.2

2 Structuring A Surgical Process
Surgical process modeling is comparable to the domain
of business process modeling [19], in conformity with the
established definition of a business process as “a set of logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome” [4]. In this article, the terms “process” and
“workflow” will be used as synonyms.
While the concepts process and workflow are used interchangeably by some authors [27], diverse workflow definitions can be found in the literature. One popular interpretation is that business processes output products while
workflows deliver services [25]. Another use of the term
workflow is to denote the control flow, i.e., the dependencies among tasks during the execution of a business process
[26]. In this work, we adopt the differentiation in the levels
of abstraction proposed in [16]: while business processes
are mostly modeled in a high-level and informal way, workflow specifications serve as a basis for the largely automated
execution and are derived by refining the business process

Related Work

Due to the multidisciplinarity of our research, the related
work falls into multiple categories, such as medical engineering, data warehousing, and business process management. A pioneering research on designing scientific methods for surgical workflows is carried out at the Innovation Center Computer Assisted Surgery (ICCAS) located
in Leipzig, Germany. Major directions of their projects
are surgical workflow formalization [17, 19], semantics [2],
analysis [20], standardization [1], visualization [18]. Other
approaches to surgical process modeling were contributed
by several groups ([13], [9], [21], [24]). All approaches
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Figure 2. Recording scheme of the surgical workflow as E/R diagram.
process data. In our application, however, it is necessary
to store the original surgical workflow without aggregation.
Quantitative queries represent just a fraction of the surgical workflow analysis. Other analytical tasks might be concerned with qualitative issues, such as pattern recognition,
relevance assessment, or knowledge discovery.
To support a broad scope of expected queries, we opt for
an event tracking data warehouse design. Event tracking
tables are used for storing a robust set of many-to-many relationships between entities as so called factless facts [10].
As preparation phase to the identification of relevant dimension, we modeled the entire surgical workflow recording
scheme using extended entity-relationship (E/R) notation,
shown in Figure 2. Notice that we distinguish between the
surgery itself and its recording in form of a workflow. The
original decomposition into activities has been extended to
include components of type Event and State. Both concepts come from the area of workflow design and are used
to capture the surgery course’s transition points (e.g., a surgeon’s directive to his assistant) and the states of various
systems (e.g., usage of a device), respectively.
Notice that the entire recording scheme in Figure 2 can
be divided into two basis granularity levels:

specification.
A common approach to structuring a process to decompose it vertically, for instance with regard to the time line,
into logical units, such as subprocess, stages, step, etc.
From the logical point of view, a surgical process consists
of phases, which, in their turn, consists of activities, such
as work steps with the goal of performing a certain action.
From the surgeon’s perspective, an activity is an atomic
unit; meaning that it cannot be further decomposed into
smaller units. Technically, however, one single action may
be executed by multiple agents, using multiple instruments.
To account for this observation, we refine the granularity to
the instrument usage level. On this level, each usage case
refers to a part of the action performed by a single body part
of an agent on a single structure of a patient using a single
instrument. In the upward direction, surgical instances can
be grouped into classes according to their diagnosis, which
in turn are associated with surgical disciplines.
The conceptual design of a data warehouse is concerned
with establishing relevant relationships of the data to be
stored and analyzed in an implementation independent fashion. According to Kimball [10], the design process undergoes the stages of 1) choosing a business process, 2) choosing the grain of the process, 3) identifying the dimensional
characteristics, and 4) defining the measured facts. The
last step preaggregates the data to the desired level of detail, which, as a consequence, leads to storing predefined
measurements of the process performance rather than “raw”

1. Workflow level in the upper part of the diagram contains the characteristics describing the surgery and its
workflow as a whole. Examples of such characteristics
are Patient and Participant, and Recorder.
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ple alternative and parallel hierarchies: both types are represented by multiple outgoing “rolls-up-to” relationships.
However, this distinction is crucial for specifying correct
aggregation behavior. Therefore, to model alternative, i.e.,
mutually exclusive roll-ups, we introduce an additional
construct: alternative “rolls-up-to” arrows are merged into
one line with merging point marked by a black circle, as
used to model the roll-up of Date by Month, Week, and
Weekday.
OLAP queries follow a common scheme: a measure of
interest is aggregated along various dimensions. A measure
is a formula consisting of a simple (e.g., sum) or a sophisticated (e.g., rank or ratio) function with one or more data
attributes as its input. Since the fact tables in the surgical
workflow data warehouse are factless, i.e., measure attributes are not captured by the model, it is indispensable
to use OLAP tools that support dynamic measure definition
from any attribute of the data cube. Fortunately, advanced
front ends for visual analysis implement this feature.
Consider a sample query “Find the most frequently used
instrument of each surgeon”. The grain of Instrument
usage is Activity Step, therefore, the measure of this
query is the number of activity steps, aggregated by surgeon
and instrument. The query results should be sorted by surgeon, and subsequently descending by the measure, so that
the instrument with the highest number of usages appears at
the top of each surgeon’s result set.

2. Intra-workflow level contains properties belonging to
particular components – activities, event, and states
– within a workflow, such as Instrument and
System.

3 Conceptual Design
A multidimensional schema can be derived from the
original E/R model by examining relationship cardinalities
and functional dependencies between attributes. Guidelines for designing correct data warehouse schemes based
on multidimensional normal forms can be found in [11].
Entity Xmay be mapped to a dimension or a nextlevel dimension category of entity Y , if there exists a oneto-many relationship between Y and X. In the multidimensional data model, such relationships are referred to
as “rolls-up-to”. For example, Body Structure and
Patient qualify to be treated as a dimension hierarchy
of Step. Entities involved solely into incoming one-tomany relationships should be mapped to facts. Besides,
each many-to-many mapping is a fact [10].
As a graphical notation for the conceptual modeling we
adopt the Dimensional Fact Model (DFM) [6]. Figure 3
shows the resulting multidimensional schema of the surgical workflow recording. Facts are shown as boxes and
dimension hierarchies are directed graphs of ’circular’ category nodes. Superclass entity Component has been resolved into its subclasses (modeling details of Event and
State have been omitted in Figure 3 for space reasons).
The bottom-up placement of the elements in the scheme
is partially ordered according to the decreasing granularity
level.
Entities and attributes identified as dimensions have been
arranged to classification hierarchies, whenever applicable. Each dimension is topped by an abstract category
!dimension with the only value all as the root for that dimension’s data tree. Property attributes, i.e. those not used
for aggregation, are omitted to avoid presentation overload.
Shared elements, such as entire dimensions or their parts,
are displayed in a non-redundant fashion. The same category node may even be used to define parallel hierarchies.
For example, Time plays the role of Start Time and
Stop Time of Surgery. In such cases, we label the respective edges with the role names (not a part of the DFM).
Explicit modeling of shared fragments results in a complex
connected schema known as galaxy, or fact constellation.
The advantages of of this scheme are semantic richness, visibility of all valid aggregation and join paths. Besides, at the
physical design stage, such fragments can also be created
and maintained without redundancy. For example, time
category is mapped to a single table, referenced by five different dimensions.
The original DFM does not distinguish between multi-

4 Demonstration
Data acquisition for the analysis is performed using a
graphical workflow editor interface, implemented at ICCAS
[17]. A trained and experienced observer generates the
workflow data instantaneously by monitoring the running
surgical intervention. The originally obtained flow often
contains errors, inconsistencies and gaps due to time pressure, limited visibility or audibility, human or software failures. Therefore, prior to transferring the workflow to the
data warehouse, the data is placed into temporary storage
for verification, correction, and completion.
Once the “cleansed” data has been written to the data
warehouse, it can be analyzed and explored using advanced
OLAP tools. Standard interface for querying multidimensional aggregates is a pivot table, or cross-tab. In table 1
an application case of analyzing the use of instruments in
the intervention type of discectomy is shown. The surgical goal of this intervention type is the partial removal of
the herniated intervertebral disc. For the example we focus
on querying the usage of different surgical instruments with
the same surgical objective. During discectomies the parts
of the vertebra are removed by the help of different surgical instruments: surgical mallet/chisel, surgical punch, and
trephine. All instruments are used for ablating bone mate-
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Figure 3. The Dimensional Fact Model of a surgical workflow scheme.
rial.
The example queries summarize the occurrences of the
specified instruments during discectomies and calculate average usage times. For the first query, the number of instrument usages is calculated for activities that match the
predefined condition of the instruments. Subsequently, the
numbers are rolled-up by SurgeryID. For the second example query, the sum of usage times for the selected instruments is divided by their occurrences and gives the average
usage times. Table 1 shows a pivot table with the results of
the OLAP queries.
The results of the queries are used to predict the success
of a new surgical instrument that is intended to replace the
conventional instruments [20]. To predict the chance of its
success, the predevelopment analysis of instrument usage
patterns is crucial.

The availability of the fine-grained workflow data and
its multidimensional structuring enable effortless retrieval
of the relevant data by the end-users, whereas visual OLAP
front ends can be employed for more sophisticated analysis
tasks, such as pattern recognition, anomaly detection, etc.

5 Conclusions
In this work we presented a framework for surgical
workflow analysis based on the data warehousing approach.
In the first step, the overall formal recording scheme of a
surgical process was designed. Having identified the subjects of the analysis and the relationship between various
process elements and properties, we analyzed of the cardinalities of the relationships to obtain a multidimensional
scheme of the workflow. The main advantage of the multidimensional data presentation is that end-users can view
data from different perspectives, define various metrics of
interest and query data at any level of detail. Advanced visual tools further facilitate the analysis by allowing to effortlessly explore the data using visual interaction techniques.
We evaluated our framework by applying it to real data
obtained by recording the course of running surgical interventions. The first part of the analysis handled the task of
assessing the quality of the acquired description. At this
stage, visual analysis is especially efficient for recognizing
anomalies and mistakes and bringing the data into a consistent state. The end-users or the system, such as surgeons,

Table 1. Obtained query results on instrument usage as a pivot table for four interventions (A, . . . , D).
Measures
Occurrence

Average duration

Dimensions
Instrument Group
- bone ablating

bone ablating Total

Instrument
mallet/chisel

SurgeryID
A
0

B
3

C
1

D

A
B
1 00 00 00 23

C
D
00 34 00 50

punch

9

22

10

9 02 38 00 35

00 46 01 27

trephine

3

0

7

0 02 18 00 00

00 43 00 00

12

25

18

10 02:33 00:33

00:45 01:24
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medical researchers and engineers, operate on the consistent set, get insight into data and obtain measurements and
indicators relevant for solving their tasks.
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